Suz and her mother Wendy, have planned a camping trip in the mountains of New Mexico. They plan on leaving their truck at the Park Ranger’s headquarters. They figure it will take two days to hike to the top of the mountain. They have $500.00 to purchase a tent. Which tent will best serve their needs?
Simplify your outdoor adventures with the Sportz® 57 Series Truck Tent. This tent assembles in the back of your pick-up with user-friendly, color-coded poles. A sewn-in, bathtub-style floor keeps you dry and bug-free. Two side vents, two large windows and a middle divider create exceptional air flow, while the rear access door allows for simple storage right in your cab.

1. FEATURES:
   Two person truck tent (must be used in a pickup bed)
   Three season use
   Patented sewn-in, bathtub-style floor provides complete weather protection
   Rear access door allows for cab storage
   Larger interior space with 5.6' of head room
   4x4 shade awning secures to tailgate
   6 tent poles, 4 awning poles
   Color-coded poles
   One door
   Two windows
   Rain-fly provides additional waterproofing
   Interior pocket for gear storage
   Includes carrying bag

SPECS:
   Canopy material: 1200 mm PU polyester taffeta
   Floor material: 1200 mm PU nylon taffeta
   Pole type: 8.5 - 11mm Shock Corded Fiber Glass Poles and 19mm Steel Poles
   Weight: 20-26 lbs
   Height: 68"
The Coleman® 4-Person Instant Dome™ Tent makes camping easy so you can enjoy every moment of your outdoor adventure. In about a minute you can have the tent set up or taken down. The spacious interior fits a queen-sized airbed. Two inner storage pockets provide a place to put your necessities. An exclusive WeatherTec™ system and integrated rainfly keeps you dry and comfortable when it rains. You’ll love the Illumiline™ reflective guy lines as well as the pre-attached poles of this Instant Dome™ tent.

- Spacious interior has room for 1 queen airbed
- Pre-assembled poles for fast and easy setup in about a minute
- Illumiline™ reflective guy lines for greater visibility at night
- WeatherTec™ system's patented welded floors and inverted seams help keep water out
- Two storage pockets keep your gear organized
- Integrated rainfly for extra weather protection
- 8 x 7 ft.
- 4 ft. 2 in. center height
- 1-year limited warranty
- Carry Weight: 5 lbs. 3oz.
The Vacation Lodge Family Tent creates a literal home away from home, with a comfortable walk-in, 2-room, high-ceiling design. The tent is well ventilated with an over-6-foot center height, back-to-back, double Dutch "D" doors, 6 closeable windows, and a fully vented roof. In wet weather the Vacation Lodges' rainfly and welded polyethylene floor provides the protection you need to stay dry. Amazingly easy to set up for such a large and stable tent, the Kodiak features central hubs that connect the roof to steel uprights and a simple-to-use fast-feet system.

Features:
- Back to back "D" style doors with inside flap zippered windows
- Removable seam-sealed fly
- Mesh roof vents
- Zippered rear and side windows with inside flaps
- Corded steel frame with molded corner hubs and fast feet for easy set up
- Multi-Diameter fiberglass poles provide more head room and livable space
- Two convenience pockets
- Removable divider curtain creates two separate sleeping areas
- Fly can be used separately with the frame for a shade canopy

Specifications:
- Sleeps: 10
- Floor Area: 215 sq. ft.
- Floor Size: 19 x 12 ft.
- Weight: 51 lbs. 1 oz.
- Peak Height: 80 in.
- Doors: 2
Turns out that sleeping in a barn isn't half bad.

The MSR Backcountry Barn rocks enough interior room to sleep four adults comfortably and a tall interior height that allows you to stand up fully so you can stretch out before hitting the sack. You might be tempted to take a four person tent when you go camping with the whole clan, but the Backcountry Barn packs down to a size comparable to that of many three person tents, so packing space isn't an issue. Consider this luxury base camp living for the whole family.

- An intuitive clip-and-sleeve structural design sets up quickly and easily in just a few minutes, and multiple guy-out points offer additional foul-weather security
- Triple-pole design creates a strong frame that forms the walls, and dual poles on top offer additional support for the roof and awnings
- Bathtub floor wraps up along the inside of the barn to keep sleeping area dry even in heavy rain, and it detaches to save weight on dry trips

Specifications: 20 x 90 in

Packed Size: 28 x 12 in

Claimed Weight: 14 lb 11 oz

Recommended Use: recreational camping, multi-person overnight trips, car camping

Manufacturer Warranty: 3 years